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Comment on “Complete O(α4
s

) QCD Corrections to Hadronic Z Decays”
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A complete calculation of the O(α4
s) QCD corrections

to the hadronic decay width of the Z-boson has recently
been reported in Ref.[1]. The computation of the new
high-order terms, especially the four-loop terms for the
dominant non-singlet part can lead to a significant im-
provement in the precision of theoretical prediction for
the Z-boson decay width and thus a new level of pre-
cision for the determination of αs(MZ). However, the
pQCD analysis in Ref.[1] uses the conventional practice
of simple guessing the renormalization scale and taking
an arbitrary range to estimate the pQCD uncertainties.
This procedure inevitably introduces an arbitrary theo-
retical systematic error in the predictions. For example,
the estimated uncertainties in the components to the de-
cay width are δΓNS=0.101 MeV, δΓV

S=0.0027 MeV, and
δΓA

S=0.042 MeV if one varies the renormalization scale
in the range µr ∈ [MZ/3, 3MZ] [1]. An additional the-
oretical problem is that two types of logarithmic terms
appear related to the renormalization of the axial singlet
contribution; i.e. ln(µr/MZ) and ln(µr/Mt). Thus the
usual assumption that the renormalization scale only de-
pends on MZ , but not the top quark mass, does not have
a clear justification.

A valid prediction for a physical observable should not
depend on theoretical conventions such as the choice of
the renormalization scheme or the initial choice of the
renormalization scale. This important principle, called
“renormalization group invariance (RGI)” can be satis-
fied at every finite order of perturbation theory using
the “Principle of Maximum conformality (PMC) [2–6]”.
When one applies the PMC, the scales of the QCD cou-
pling are shifted at each order in perturbation theory
such that no contributions proportional to the QCD β
function remain. The resulting pQCD series after ap-
plying the PMC is thus identical to the series of the
corresponding conformal theory. The resulting series is
thus scheme independent, free of divergent n!αn

s β
n renor-

malon terms. One also finds that the prediction is inde-
pendent of the choice of the initial renormalization scale
to very high accuracy. All properties of the renormaliza-
tion group are satisfied by the PMC. The same principle
underlies the Gell Mann-Low scale setting procedure used
for precision tests of QED. The pattern of β terms in a
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pQCD series can be systematically deduced using the Rδ

method discussed in Refs.[4–6].
The PMC provides a systematic and unambiguous pro-

cedure to set the renormalization scale for any QCD pro-
cess [2–6], thus greatly improving the precision of tests of
the Standard Model. In the present comment, we shall
show that the renormalization scale uncertainties given
in Ref.[1] for hadronic Z decays are greatly reduced by
applying the PMC. The pQCD convergence is greatly
improved, and the systematic size of the higher-order
corrections quickly approach a steady point. Thus, one
obtains optimal fixed-order predictions for the Z-boson
hadronic decay rates.
The decay rate of the Z-boson into hadrons can be

expressed as,

ΓZ = C

[

∑

f

v2f r
V
NS +

(

∑

f

vf

)2

rVS +
∑

f

a2fr
A
NS + rAS

]

,

where the factor C = 3
GFM3

Z

24π
√
2
, vf ≡ 2If − 4qfs

2
W , af ≡

2If , qf is the f -quark electric charge, sW is the effective
weak mixing angle, and If is the third component of weak
isospin of the left-handed component of f . rVNS = rANS ≡
rNS, r

V
S and rAS stand for the non-singlet, vector-singlet

and axial-singlet part, respectively. These contributions
can be further expressed as

rNS = 1+

n
∑

i=1

CNS
i ais, r

V
S =

n
∑

i=3

CVS
i ais, rAS =

n
∑

i=2

CAS
i ais,

where as = αs/π. The coefficients of rNS, rVS and rAS
with their dependence on the choice of initial scale can
be derived from Refs.[1, 7, 8]. Each physical contribution
to the Z decay has a different momentum flow, thus, the
PMC scales for rNS, r

V
S and rAS should be set separately.

More explicitly, up to the O(α4
s) level, we will have four

PMC scales for rNS, i.e. QNS
1,···,4 for LO, NLO, N2LO or

N3LO level, respectively; we will have two PMC scales
for rVS , i.e. QVS

1 and QVS
2 . As for rAS , we adopt previous

results at the order O(α3
s) [9, 10] to perform our analy-

sis1. Because rAS provides a quite small contribution in
comparison to the dominant rNS, this treatment will not

1 Because of a lack of information, we cannot derive the full ex-
pression for r

A
S

with explicit nf -dependence and initial scale de-

pendence for the newly obtained O(α4
s)-terms from Ref.[1].
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affect our final conclusions. Then, we will have two PMC
scales, i.e. QAS

1 and QAS
2 , for rAS . Moreover, we do not

have knowledge of the β-terms to set the PMC scales for
highest order terms at O(α4

s); thus for as a convention;
we will set their scales equal to the last known PMC
scale; i.e. QNS

4 =QNS
3 , QVS

2 =QVS
1 and QAS

2 =QAS
1 . This

treatment will lead to some residual scale dependence,
which, however, is highly suppressed.
In order to obtain numerical results, we take the top-

quark pole mass Mt = 173.3 GeV [11] and the Z-boson
mass MZ = 91.1876 GeV [12]. For self-consistency, we
shall use the n-loop αs-running behavior to calculate
ΓZ up to the n-loop level. For this purpose, by tak-

ing αs(MZ) = 0.1184 [12], we obtain Λ
(nf=5)
QCD = 0.0899

GeV for one-loop αs-running, Λ
(nf=5)
QCD = 0.231 GeV for

the two-loop αs-running, and Λ
(nf=5)
QCD = 0.213 GeV for

the three-loop and four-loop αs-running, respectively.
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FIG. 1: The non-singlet contribution rNS up to four-loop
QCD corrections versus µinit

r before and after PMC scale set-
ting. After PMC scale setting, the curves for NLO, N2LO,
and N3LO are almost coincide with each other.

The Rδ-method [4–6] allows one to systematically iden-
tify the β terms needed for PMC scale setting. As em-
phasized above, the PMC scales at each perturbative or-
der are then determined unambiguously by absorbing all
non-conformal β-terms into the running coupling; the re-
sulting pQCD series is identical to that of the confor-
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FIG. 2: The vector-singlet contribution rVS up to two-loop
QCD corrections versus the initial renormalization scale µinit

r

before and after PMC scale setting.
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FIG. 3: The axial singlet contribution rAS up to two-loop QCD
corrections versus the initial renormalization scale µinit

r before
and after PMC scale setting.

mal theory with β = 0 and is thus scheme independent.
The PMC scales correctly characterize the virtuality of
the propagating gluons and thus also allow one to deter-
mine the value of the effective number of flavors nf . We
present the (initial) scale dependence before and after
PMC scale setting for rNS, r

V
S , and rAS in Figs.(1,2,3).

When using conventional scale setting, i.e. µr ≡ µinit
r ,

the resulting low-order predictions depend strongly on
µinit
r . One does observe that as more loops are taken into

consideration, one obtains a weaker scale dependence.
On the other hand, after applying PMC scale setting,
the pQCD predictions at each perturbative order are al-
most independent of the initial scale µinit

r . This indi-
cates that the PMC predictions have the property that
any residual dependence on the choice of initial scale is
highly suppressed, even for low-order predictions. For
example, Fig.(1) shows not only that the renormaliza-
tion scale ambiguities are eliminated, but also that the
value of rNS rapidly approaches its steady point; i.e; the
curves at NLO, N2LO, and N3LO almost coincide with
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each other after applying PMC.
A prediction for a physical observable should not de-

pend on the initial choice of the scale. In fact, one
sees that the computed PMC scales and thus the final
PMC predictions for the hadronic Z decay results pre-
sented here are highly independent of this choice. We
find that the PMC scales for rNS are QNS

1 ≃ 115.9 GeV,
QNS

2 ≃ 102.8 GeV and QNS
3 ≃ 486.8 GeV; the PMC

scale for rVS is QVS
1 ≃ 57.3 GeV; the PMC scale for rAS is

QAS
1 = 100.1 GeV. We note that if one sets µinit

r ∼ MZ/2
using conventional scale setting for the rVS part, one ob-
tains almost the same results as that of the PMC scale
setting. This illustrates that the effective momentum
flow for rVS is ∼ MZ/2, rather than the conventional
guess MZ . We also note that both types of logarithmic-
terms ln(µinit

r /MZ) and ln(µinit
r /Mt) for rAS are consis-

tently incorporated by PMC scale setting. The derived
value QAS

1 ≃ 100 GeV shows that the typical momentum
flow for rAS is closer to MZ than Mt, providing after-the-
fact justification for the conventional choice of MZ .

RNS
1 RNS

2 RNS
3 RNS

4

∑4

i=1
RNS

i

Conv. 0.03769 0.00200 -0.00069 -0.00016 0.03884

PMC 0.03636 0.00252 -0.00003 -0.00001 0.03885

TABLE I: Perturbative contributions for the non-singlet rNS

under the conventional (Conv.) and the PMC scale settings.
Here, RNS

i = CNS
i ai

s with i = (1, · · · , 4) stand for the one-,
two-, three-, and four-loop terms, respectively. µinit

r = MZ .

We emphasize that after PMC scale setting, one obtain
better pQCD convergence due to the elimination of the
renormalon terms. For example, the pQCD estimations
at each perturbative order for rNS are presented in Table
I. The fastest pQCD convergence is thus achieved by ap-
plying PMC. The pQCD correction at O(α4

s) is -0.00016
for the conventional scale setting, which leads to a shift of
the central value of αs(MZ) from 0.1185 to 0.1190 [7]. In
contrast after PMC scale setting, this correction becomes
−0.00001, which is negligible. Table I also shows that the
predictions for the total sum

∑4
i=1 R

NS
i are close in value

for both PMC and conventional scale setting, although
their perturbative series behave very differently.
One usually estimates the unknown contributions from

higher-order terms by varying µinit
r ∈ [MZ/2, 2MZ].

However, this procedure only exposes the β-dependent
non-conformal terms – not the entire perturbative series.
For a conservative estimate, we take the uncertainty to
be the last known perturbative order [16], i.e. at the
n-th order the perturbative uncertainty is estimated by
±|CNS

n ans |MAX, where the symbol “MAX” stands for the
maximum of |CNS

n ans | by varying µinit
r within the region

of [MZ/2, 2MZ]. The error bars for PMC and the con-
ventional scale setting are displayed in Fig.(4). It shows
that the predicted error bars from the “unknown” higher-
order corrections quickly approach their steady points af-
ter applying PMC scale setting. Such error bars provide
a consistent estimate of the “unknown” QCD corrections
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FIG. 4: The values of r
(n)
NS = 1+

∑n

i=1
CNS

i ai
s and their errors

±|CNS
n an

s |MAX. The diamonds and the crosses are for con-
ventional (Conv.) and PMC scale settings, respectively. The
central values assume the initial scale choice µinit

r = MZ .

under various scale settings; i.e., the exact value for the

“unknown” r
(n)
NS (n = 3 and 4) are well within the error

bars predicted from the one-order lower r
(n−1)
NS .

In Ref.[1], the Principle of Minimum Sensitivity
(PMS) [13] has been adopted as a guide for setting the
renormalization scale. The PMS provides an intuitive
way to set the renormalization scale: it breaks the stan-
dard RGI but introduces instead a local RGI to determine
the optimal renormalization scale. The PMS scale is de-
termined by requiring the slope of the approximant of an
observable to vanish. Since the PMS breaks the standard
RGI, the PMS does not satisfy the self-consistency condi-
tions of the renormalization group [14]. Worse, the PMS
disagrees with Gell Mann-Low scale setting when applied
to QED and gives unphysical results for jet production
in e+e− annihilation [15]. A detailed comparison of the
PMC and PMS procedures via two physical observables
Re+e− and Γ(H → bb̄) up to the four-loop level has been
recently given in Ref.[16]. The PMC and PMS predic-
tions agree with each other within quite small errors if
high-enough loop corrections have been included. How-
ever, the convergence of the pQCD series at high order
behaves quite differently: The PMC displays the best
pQCD convergence; in contrast, the convergence of the
PMS prediction is questionable, often even worse than
the conventional prediction based on an arbitrary guess
for the renormalization scale.
In summary, the PMC allows one to consistently and

unambiguously set the renormalization scale at each or-
der of a pQCD calculations. The nonconformal terms
precisely set the renormalization scale and the conformal
terms accurately display the magnitude of the pQCD cor-
rection at each order. The PMC results are independent
of the choice of the renormalization scheme, as required
by RGI. The PMC systematically provides the optimal
scale of the QCD coupling for any process. The ad hoc er-
ror estimate usually assigned to pQCD predictions due to
scale uncertainties and scheme dependence are thus elim-
inated. A new, consistent method for estimating the un-
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certainty in a pQCD calculation based on the conformal
series is also obtained. In fact, a remarkably convergent
renormalon-free pQCD series emerges, as seen in Table I,
for the application to hadronic Z decays discussed here.
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